
 
 5th Grade Digital Learning Plans  

Parents: In the event Douglas County School System has to implement  Digital Learning Days, the following activities should be 

completed at home and can be found on the DSE school website. For elementary students, combined assignments should 
not take longer than 1-2 hours each day to complete.Teachers are available by email from 9:00- 2:00 to answer any 

questions you have concerning your work.  All activities will be due no later than 3 days after returning to school.  

 

Email Addresses: shannon.stacy@dcssga.org    stephen.braxton@dcssga.org    melanie.speer@dcssga.org 

jenifer.sledd@dcssga.org 

 

Students can log into the DCSS Portal to find additional activities that can be completed in addition to the 
activities below. 

 

Day 1 

Subject Activity Link Required 

Reading Read a fiction book you have at home or use a computer to log 
on to myON to find a book. Record the title of the book on a sheet 
of paper and draw a picture showing an event from the story 
using the characters and setting. Write a caption under the 
picture. 

DCSS Portal 

Writing Write or type* 5 complete paragraphs. Students may choose 
their own topic to write about. 
(Narrative/Opinion/Informational/Argumentative) 

*If you have access to the portal from home, type your 
paper in a google doc, title it DAY 1 and share it with 
stephen.braxton@dcssga.org 

DCSS Portal 

Math Students can practice Math Skills on Envision Math- 

Assignments (accessed via portal) posted on students’ 

individual accounts or write your 11’s and 12’s multiplication 

facts. 

 

Science/  
Social Studies  
 
 

Watch the Cell Brainpop video. Complete the quiz at the end 

of the video for a grade. (Access BrainPop through your DCSS 

Portal.)   

If you do not have the internet available, draw a picture of an 

animal cell and a plant cell. Label the organelles and explain 

their function.  

DCSS Portal 
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Day 2 

Subject Activity Link Required 

Reading On notebook paper or on your Google Docs account, write a 
definition for the following words: conflict, theme, summary, 
inference, simile, and metaphor.  
 
(If using Google Docs, please share with 
shannon.stacy@dcssga.org)  

DCSS Portal 
 
(If typing on Google 
Docs)  

Writing Write or type* a story to describe the first three things you would 
do if you came into a large sum of money.  
 

*If you have access to the portal from home, type your 
paper in a google doc, title it DAY 2 and share it with 
stephen.braxton@dcssga.org 

DCSS Portal 

Math Using the following formula, convert today’s temperature from 
Celsius to Fahrenheit. Celsius to Fahrenheit Formula °F = °C X 
1.8000 + 32.00  

 

Social Studies/ 
Science  

Watch the Vietnam War Brainpop video. Complete the quiz at the 
end of the video for a grade. (Access BrainPop through your 
DCSS Portal.)  
If you do not have the internet available, write a letter to the 
newspaper to explain why America should not become a 
communist country. Explain the freedoms that Americans would 
have to give up if this change took place.  

DCSS Portal 
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Day 3 

Subject Activity Link Required 

Reading Choose a theme (lesson or moral) that relates to something you’ve 
experienced in your life (never give up, hard work pays off, family 
first, face your fears). Write a response about this experience and 
how it relates to the theme you chose. Write your response on 
notebook paper or on Google Docs.  
 
(If using Google Docs, please share with 
shannon.stacy@dcssga.org)  

DCSS Portal 
 
(If typing on Google 
Docs)  

Writing Write or type* a paragraph about where you would go if you could 
go anywhere in the world and why you chose that location. Or 
read a book and write to let me know if the conclusion was good or 
bad and why.  

*If you have access to the portal from home, type your paper 
in a google doc, title it DAY 3 and share it with 
stephen.braxton@dcssga.org 

DCSS Portal 

Math Students will log-in to EnVision and complete 1 Practice Buddy  of 
their choice. 

 DCSS Portal  

Science/Social 
Studies 

Students will log into Social Studies Weekly and select Science 
Studies Weekly. Complete one of the assigned Science 
assignments OR write a paragraph about one of the following 
topics: Electricity, Erosion, Weathering, Destructive and 
Constructive Forces, Magnetism, or Physical and Chemical 
Changes. Students should be actively working for at least 20 
minutes. 

https://app.studiesw
eekly.com/online/ 
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Day 4 

Subject Activity Link Required 

Reading Complete 2 lessons on Classworks (access via portal). If you don’t 
have access to the Internet, read a book for 20 minutes and share 
what you read to a family member.  

DCSS Portal 

Writing Write or type* three paragraphs about how you are spending your 
day. OR 
If you have access to technology, click the link for a virtual field trip 
to the White House, 1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, DC 
20500 and write or type* at least three paragraphs about your 
virtual trip. OR 
Take a virtual field trip to the Smithsonian National Museum of 
Natural History, 10th St. & Constitution Ave. NW, Washington, DC 
20560 and write or type* at least three paragraphs about your 
virtual trip.0 

*If you have access to the portal from home, type your paper in a 
google doc, title it DAY 4 and share it with 
stephen.braxton@dcssga.org 

DCSS Portal 
 
Click for a virtual 
tour of the White 
House. 
 
Click for a virtual 
tour of the 
Smithsonian 
National Museum of 
Natural History 

Math Find a recipe in your home or on the internet. Copy the recipe onto 
a piece of paper, then double the recipe! 

 

Social Studies/ 
Science  

Determine the temperature of the following places around the 
United States: Pittsburgh, PA Honolulu, HI Atlanta, GA Kitty Hawk, 
NC Los Angeles, CA Montgomery, AL, OR draw a map of each of 
the locations above and label them.  
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Day 5 

Subject Activity Link Required 

Reading Students will login to MyOn and read a book of their choice for at 
least 20 minutes OR read for at least 20 minutes in a book of their 
choice from home. On notebook paper, students need to 
summarize what they read. Be sure to include the title of the book. 
(Remember: A summary is a shortened version of the text, told in 
your own words.)  

DCSS Portal 

Writing Write or type* a narrative about your day(s) out of school.  
 

*If you have access to the portal from home, type your paper 
in a google doc, title it DAY 5 and share it with 
stephen.braxton@dcssga.org 

DCSS Portal 

Math Students will log-in to Class Works and complete a Math learning 
path OR create your own multiplication & division quiz with an 
answer key. (You can use whole numbers and/or decimals). 
Students should be actively working for at least 20 minutes.  

 

Science/Social 
Studies 

Students will log into Social Studies Weekly and select Science 
Studies Weekly. Complete another one of the assigned Science 
assignments OR write a paragraph about one of the following 
topics that you did not write about on day 3: Electricity, Erosion, 
Weathering, Destructive and Constructive Forces, Magnetism, or 
Physical and Chemical Changes. Students should be actively 
working for at least 20 minutes 

https://app.studiesw
eekly.com/online/ 
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Day 6 

Subject Activity Link Required 

Reading Sarah’s room was a mess.  She had books and papers all over her 
desk and toys were scattered across the floor of her room. She had 
clothes stuffed under her bed and her dresser drawers were so 
crammed with things that she almost couldn’t open them. Now her 
assignment was due and it was missing. She looked everywhere in 
her backpack and in her room and it was nowhere to be found. 
What is the theme (moral or lesson) of this story? Draw a 
picture of Sarah’s room. Write about what advice you would 
give Sarah.  

 

Writing You just heard someone say, “Don’t ever bring a thing like that in 
here again!” Write or type* a story about what the “thing” is and 
why it should not be brought inside of the classroom! 
 

*If you have access to the portal from home, type your paper 
in a google doc, title it DAY 6 and share it with 
stephen.braxton@dcssga.org 

DCSS Portal 

Math Students will log-in to EnVision and complete 1 Practice Buddy  of 
their choice. 

DCSS Portal  

Social Studies/ 
Science 

Students will log-in to Studies Weekly online (students may choose 
any lesson to review). Complete the assessment at the end of the 
lesson OR write an informational report on the “Turn of the 
Century”, “Great Depression”, or “World War I”. Students should be 
actively working for at least 20 minutes. 
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Day 7 

Subject Activity Link Required 

Reading Draw a picture of what your home looks like right now. Write a 
poem that describes your home. The poem should include at least 
8 lines, and at least 2 stanzas. It should have rhyme and rhythm! 

 

Writing The famous Italian artist Michelangelo was born in March of 1475. 
He was the painter of the Sistine Chapel in Rome (cappella sistina 
roma). Thinking about art, what are some of the words that an 
artist would use (ex. brush, canvas hue, etc.). Write or type* a 
description of a piece of art that you have seen before (or google 
a piece of art) and use as many “art words” as possible. 

*If you have access to the portal from home, type your paper 
in a google doc, title it DAY 7 and share it with 
stephen.braxton@dcssga.org 

DCSS Portal 
 
Click for a virtual 
tour of the Cappella 
Sistina Roma! 

Math Using the following formula, convert the temperature from 
Fahrenheit to Celsius. Please show your work. Fahrenheit to 
Celsius formula °C = °F - 32 / 1.8000  

 

Science/Social 
Studies 

Watch the Earth’s Structure BrainPop and Earthquake BrainPop 
videos. Complete the quizzes at the end of the videos for a grade.  
Access BrainPop through your DCSS Portal. 
If you do not have the internet available, write a paragraph about 
how plate tectonics cause the movements of the Earth’s surfaces.  

DCSS Portal 
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Day 8 

Subject Activity Link Required 

Reading Read 20 minutes/have an adult sign your reading log (You may 
choose to read on MyOn as well) 

 

Writing Imagine that you have flown into outer space in a spaceship. You 
land on a planet with creatures who understand English, but only 
one-syllable words. Write or type* a paragraph about what you 
would say to these monosyllabic creatures! 
 

*If you have access to the portal from home, type your paper 
in a google doc, title it DAY 8 and share it with 
stephen.braxton@dcssga.org 

DCSS Portal 

Math Create 5 math problems using order of operations (P.E.M.D.A.S.) 
where the answer is  24.  

 

Social Studies/ 
Science 

Pretend to interview a Historical Figure. Choose a historical figure 
discussed in class (MLK, FDR, Henry Ford, Babe Ruth, etc). 
Interview this figure about an aspect of his life. Some questions 
could be related to their place in history while other questions 
could be about living in America during a particular time period. 
Please have at least five questions and answers. 
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Day 9 

Subject Activity Link Required 

Reading On notebook paper or on your Google Docs account, write a 
definition for the following text structures: problem/solution, 
cause/effect, compare/contrast, chronological order, and 
description 
 
(If using Google Docs, please share with 
shannon.stacy@dcssga.org)  

DCSS Portal 
 
(If typing on Google 
Docs)  

Writing You are the word “forever.” Write or type* a diary entry telling how 
you were used during a day. (ex. I was used by a boy riding a 
horse to tell how long he wanted to ride. I was used by a mother 
to tell her son how long he had been playing his video game.) 
 

*If you have access to the portal from home, type your paper 
in a google doc, title it DAY 9 and share it with 
stephen.braxton@dcssga.org 

DCSS Portal 

Math Draw a model of the equivalent fractions of halves, six, eighths, 
tenths. Make it colorful if you would like :) 

 

Science/Social 
Studies 

Log into GimKit and complete the Science Year End Review. You 
can assess the login through Dojo or the link provided here. 
Remember, if you get one wrong, be sure to look at the correct 
answer for next time.  (Students should be actively working on 
questions for at least 20 minutes.)  OR  
If you do not have the internet available, make a chart of your 
inherited traits.  

https://www.gimkit.c
om/play/5e62b59d0
dcd160022446723 
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Day 10 

Subject Activity Link Required 

Reading Complete 2 lessons on Classworks (access via portal). If you don’t 
have access to the Internet, read a book for 20 minutes and share 
what you read to a family member.  

DCSS Portal 

Writing For this activity, we are going to pretend that the consonant blend 
“st” is worth one dollar. Write or type* a story with as many “st” 
words as  you can include. We’ll see how many dollars you earn! 
(Use “st” at the beginning, middle, and end of words if you are able, 
ex. Stay, faster, last, etc.) 

*If you have access to the portal from home, type your paper 
in a google doc, title it DAY 10 and share it with 
stephen.braxton@dcssga.org 

DCSS Portal 

Math Students will log-in to EnVision and complete 1 Practice Buddy of 
their choice. 

DCSS Portal  

Social Studies/ 
Science 

Students will login to Studies Weekly online (students may choose 
one of the following lessons to complete:The Civil Rights 
Movement, Civil Right Leaders, or Civil Rights Events). Complete 
the assessment at the end of the lesson OR write an informational 
report on the “Jim Crow Laws”, “Brown vs Board of Education”, or 
“Montgomery Bus Boycott”. Students should be actively working for 
at least 20 minutes. 
 

https://app.studiesw
eekly.com/online/ 
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Day 11 

Subject Activity Link Required 

Reading Record 5 similes and 5 metaphors on notebook paper or type into 
Google Docs. You need to illustrate one of your similes and one of 
your metaphors on paper. (Remember a simile compares two 
things using “like” or “as”. A metaphor compares two things and 
does not use “like” or “as”.)  
 
(If using Google Docs, please share with 
shannon.stacy@dcssga.org)  

DCSS Portal 
 
(If typing on Google 
Docs)  

Writing Blarney Castle is in Ireland. It is said that if you kiss the Blarney 
Stone there, you will become an excellent flatterer. What does it 
mean to flatter someone? Write or type* ten things a person might 
say after kissing the stone if this legend were true. 

*If you have access to the portal from home type your paper 
in a google doc and share it with 
stephen.braxton@dcssga.org 

DCSS Portal 

Math Students will log-in to ClassWorks and complete a Math learning 
path OR create your own multiplication & division quiz with an 
answer key. (You can use whole numbers, decimals and/or 
fractions).  

 

Science/Social 
Studies 

Watch the Vertebrates and Invertebrates Brainpop videos. 
Complete the quizzes at the end of each video for a grade. (Access 
BrainPop through your DCSS Portal.)  
If you do not have the internet available, make a T-chart of 
vertebrates and invertebrates. List animals that you see around 
your house and yard under the correct column, either vertebrates 
or invertebrates.  
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Day 12 

Subject Activity Link Required 

Reading Find a nonfiction book, magazine, or newspaper at your house. 
List as many text features that you can find (i.e., map, timeline, 
captions, headings, table of contents, glossary)  

 

Writing Imagine that you have found a pot at the end of a rainbow. To 
your surprise, it is not full of gold. What other treasures could you 
find in the pot? Write or type* a story about what you have found 
and what you would do with what you have found?  

*If you have access to the portal from home, type your paper 
in a google doc, title it DAY 12 and share it with 
stephen.braxton@dcssga.org 

DCSS Portal 

Math Write and solve two (or more) multi-step word problems involving 
at least two operations. Be sure to include the story, question, and 
the equation to solve the problem.  

 

Social Studies/ 
Science 

Log into GimKit and complete the Social Studies Year End 
Review. You can assess the log in through Dojo or the link 
provided. Remember, if you get one wrong, be sure to look at the 
correct answer for next time.  (Students should be actively working 
on questions for at least 20 minutes.)  
If you do not have the internet available, write a paragraph to 
discuss the significance of the technologies of television and 
space exploration. 

https://www.gimkit.c
om/play/5e6960fec
e30de0022223200 
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Day 13 

Subject Activity Link Required 

Reading Complete 2 lessons on Classworks (access via portal). If you 
don’t have access to the Internet, read a book for 20 minutes and 
share what you read to a family member.  

DCSS Portal 

Writing Spring is nearly here (3/19/20)! The word “spring” names the 
season between winter and summer. What other meanings can 
the word “spring” have? Write or type* a list of as many as 
possible. 

*If you have access to the portal from home, type your paper 
in a google doc, title it DAY 13 and share it with 
stephen.braxton@dcssga.org 

DCSS Portal 

Math List at least two equivalent fractions for the following fractions: 
1/6, 2/4, 3/16, 4/9 . Show your work. How do you know if two 
fractions are equivalent?  

 

Science/Social 
Studies 

Log into GimKit and complete the Science Year End Review. You 
can assess the login through Dojo or the link provided here. 
Remember, if you get one wrong, be sure to look at the correct 
answer for next time.  (Students should be actively working on 
questions for at least 20 minutes.)  OR  
If you do not have the internet available, draw a simple circuit. Be 
sure to label the power source(battery), load (light bulb), wires, 
and switch.  
 

https://www.gimkit
.com/play/5e62ae
d33b7175002207
e213 
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Day 14 

Subject Activity Link Required 

Reading Create an acrostic poem about your favorite teacher. Use 
words/phrases to describe your teacher. (You can choose to type 
this into Google Docs) 

DCSS Portal 
 
(If typing on Google 
Docs)  

Writing Write or type* a list of 30 compound words that include the word 
“house” (ex. Housework, houseboat, schoolhouse, etc.)! 

*If you have access to the portal from home, type your 
paper in a google doc, title it DAY 14 and share it with 
stephen.braxton@dcssga.org 

DCSS Portal 

Math Write at least five word problems that involve distances, liquid 
volumes,masses of objects, or money that can be solved using 
the four operations. At least two of the problems 
should involve simple fractions or decimals. Solve the problems 
you created. Use diagrams in your solutions, when possible. 

 

Social Studies/ 
Science  

Students will login to Studies Weekly online (students may 
choose one of the following lessons to complete:A New Frontier, 
The Vietnam War,  or The Collapse of the Soviet Union). 
Complete the assessment at the end of the lesson OR write an 
informational report on  “Rosa Parks”, “Martin Luther King Jr. ”, or 
“Cesar Chavez” if you do not have the internet available. 
Students should be actively working for at least 20 minutes. 

https://app.studiesw
eekly.com/online/ 
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Day 15 

Subject Activity Link Required 

Reading Complete 2 lessons on Classworks (access via portal). If you 
don’t have access to the Internet, read a book for 20 minutes and 
share what you read to a family member.  

DCSS Portal 

Writing Consider the following question: “Where are you going?” 
Read the question aloud. Now read it again placing emphasis on 
the word “where.” Read it again placing emphasis on the word 
“are.” Read it again placing emphasis on the word “you.” Read it 
once more, placing emphasis on the word “going.” How does 
changing the word that is stressed change the meaning of the 
sentence? Write or type* your response. 

*If you have access to the portal from home, type your 
paper in a google doc, title it DAY 14 and share it with 
stephen.braxton@dcssga.org 

DCSS Portal 

Math Log in to DCSS Portal and select Classworks Icon. Complete two 
activities. (ex: a Mini Lesson and an Activity or an Activity and a 
Quick Quiz.)  OR create your own long division quiz with an 
answer key.  

 

Science/Social 
Studies 

Watch the Seed Plant and Seedless Plants Brainpop videos. 
Complete the quizzes at the end of each video for a grade. 
(Access BrainPop through your DCSS Portal.)  
If you do not have the internet available, draw a picture of a seed 
plant and a picture of a seedless plant.  

DCSS Portal 
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